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DeltaCredit Bank
Update Following H1 2016 Results Release

Summary Rating Rationale
DeltaCredit Bank's Ba1 global local-currency (GLC) deposit rating incorporates (1) its ba3
baseline credit assessment (BCA); and (2) our assessment of a high probability of support from
the bank's ultimate shareholder Société Générale (SocGen, deposits A2 stable; BCA baa2). This
support assessment is based on DeltaCredit's deep integration into SocGen Group, and results
in a two-notch rating uplift from DeltaCredit Bank's BCA.

DeltaCredit's ba3 BCA reflects (1) the bank's robust capital adequacy; (2) good pre-provision
profitability, benefitting from a healthy net interest margin and cost efficiency; and (3) the
financial backing by its parent, SocGen group. Concurrently the bank’s BCA is constrained by
(1) a notable deterioration of the bank's asset quality, with further erosion expected in the next
12-18 months; (2) the undiversified monoline nature of the bank's franchise; as well as (3) the
bank's reliance on wholesale funding sources.

Exhibit 1

Rating Scorecard - Key Financial Ratios

Source: Moody's Financial Metrics

Credit Strengths

» Capital adequacy provides comfortable buffer against further credit losses

» Refinancing risk is mitigated by good access to the market owing to strong brand name
and parental backing

http://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/1133212/Rate-this-research?pubid=PBC_1045010
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Credit Challenges

» Worsening asset quality largely driven by exposure to FX mortgages

» Profitability is under material pressure owing to increased cost of risk, contracted NIM and FX loan refinancing losses

Rating Outlook
All DeltaCredit's ratings carry a negative outlook.

Factors that Could Lead to an Upgrade

» DeltaCredit's ratings carry a negative outlook and thus unlikely to be raised in the next 12-18 months

» A sustainable improvement of the bank’s asset quality and profitability coupled with a stabilisation in Russia's economic growth
could result in upward pressure on the bank's ratings

Factors that Could Lead to a Downgrade

» Erosion of risk absorption capacity and financial fundamentals by the challenges stemming from the operating environment

» If Moody's believes that the strategic importance of Russian operations to SocGen is lessening, leading to reassessment of parental
support assumptions, or

» If SocGen's BCA is adjusted downwards

Key Indicators

Exhibit 2

DeltaCredit Bank (Consolidated Financials) [1]
6-162 12-152 12-142 12-132 12-122 Avg.

Total Assets (RUB billion) 152.3 156.7 135.5 100.7 81.8 16.83

Total Assets (USD billion) 2.4 2.1 2.3 3.1 2.7 -2.93

Tangible Common Equity (RUB billion) 14.4 15.8 16.5 13.9 12 4.63

Tangible Common Equity (USD billion) 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.4 -133

Problem Loans / Gross Loans (%) 4.5 3.4 1 0.6 0.7 24

Tangible Common Equity / Risk Weighted Assets (%) 17.7 19.7 25.2 27.3 30.2 245

Problem Loans / (Tangible Common Equity + Loan Loss Reserve) (%) 34.7 25.1 7.1 4 4.2 154

Net Interest Margin (%) 3 4.3 4.4 4.9 5 4.34

PPI / Average RWA (%) 3.7 6.7 6.7 7.7 6.7 6.35

Net Income / Tangible Assets (%) -1.9 0.8 2 2.6 2.4 1.24

Cost / Income Ratio (%) 40 28.4 30.8 29.3 32.4 32.24

Market Funds / Tangible Banking Assets (%) 87.8 86.8 85.2 83.4 83 85.24

Liquid Banking Assets / Tangible Banking Assets (%) 15.5 16 8.6 6.8 9.2 11.24

Gross loans / Due to customers (%) 3,815.5 3,516.4 4,032.2 3,869.6 4,868.7 4,020.54

[1] All figures and ratios are adjusted using Moody's standard adjustments [2] Basel I; IFRS [3] Compound Annual Growth Rate based on IFRS reporting periods [4] IFRS reporting periods
have been used for average calculation [5] Basel I & IFRS reporting periods have been used for average calculation
Source: Moody's Financial Metrics
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Detailed Rating Considerations
ASSET QUALITY IS UNDER PRESSURE LARGELY DRIVEN BY EXPOSURE TO FX MORTGAGES

Amid the heightened exposure to foreign-currency (FX) denominated lending, remarkable local-currency devaluation and falling
households' real disposable income, DeltaCredit's asset quality materially deteriorated in 2015-16. The bank's non-performing loans
(defined as loans past due by more than 90 days) increased to 4.5% of the bank’s gross loan portfolio at H1 2016 from 3.4% and 1.0%
at the end of 2015 and 2014, respectively. In addition, restructured loans - which otherwise would have been past due or impaired -
accounted for another 7.9% of gross loans at H1 2016 up from 5.7% and 0.6% at the end of 2015 and 2014, respectively. Although these
loans are not deemed to be non-performing under our methodology, they may, nevertheless, bear increased credit risk, and their sharp
rise is a clear indicator of an ongoing deterioration in the bank’s loan book performance.

Exhibit 3

Asset Quality Has Materially Deteriorated Since the End of 2014

Source: Moody's Financial Metrics

DeltaCredit's rapid asset quality erosion reflects (1) exposure to FX lending in its loan portfolio (circa 9% of net loans at H1 2016), which
proved to be vulnerable to the more than 50% local-currency depreciation versus US dollar since 2014; and (2) individual borrowers'
deteriorated debt service capacity amid contracted real disposable income. We understand that most of the bank’s FX mortgage borrowers
had no natural hedge and therefore were exposed to foreign-currency risk. As of mid-2014, prior to the acute phase of the crisis on the
Russian foreign exchange market, these loans accounted for approximately 25% of the bank’s total mortgage portfolio.

Since 2015, the bank has launched a conversion programme to reduce FX exposure and contain credit risk. Borrowers that agreed to
convert previously taken FX mortgage loans into rouble could benefit from a below market interest rate on the refinanced loan. By H1
2016, the bank’s net amount of FX loans has dramatically reduced to $181 million from $530 million at the end of 2014. As a result the
share of these loans fell to 9% of net loan book under IFRS.

We expect that asset quality deterioration will continue in the next 12-18 months provided remaining FX exposure, and will hence require
increased provisioning charges. At the same time, the bank’s initiated conversion and restructuring programmes partially offsets negative
pressure on asset quality. The bank's assigned asset quality score at ba3 is the same as its macro adjusted score.

PROFITABILITY IS UNDER MATERIAL PRESSURE OWING TO INCREASED COST OF RISK, CONTRACTED NIM AND FX LOAN
REFINANCING LOSSES

Over six months of 2016, DeltaCredit posted a net loss of RUB1.4 billion (6m-2015: net income of RUB0.7 billion) which translated into a
negative return on average assets of 1.8% and a negative return on average equity of 19.6% (6m-2015: RoAA and RoAE 1.0% and 8.5%,
respectively). The bank's profitability was pressured by (1) higher cost of credit risk, (2) the loss from refinancing of dollar-denominated
mortgages, and (3) contracted net interest margin (NIM).

The cost of risk - measured by loan loss provisions-to-average gross loans ratio - increased to 3.3% in H1 2016 from 1.6% in 2015 (2014:
0.3%) driven by deterioration of FX loan book quality. Provisioning charges accounted for 145% of DeltaCredit's pre-provision income
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while loss from FX loans refinancing totaled another 77% as of H1 2016. The latter reflects the difference between the fair value of
converted mortgage loan compared with the original one owing to the lower than market interest rate and partial debt write-off up to
20% of the notional amount.

On a pre-provision basis, the bank's profitability has been bolstered by still healthy net interest margin (NIM) of 3.0% (2015: 4.3%; 2014:
4.4%). NIM contraction has been driven by (1) refinancing of FX mortgages at the rates below the market level, (2) increased cost of
debt borrowings, and (3) lower return on liquid assets. We expect that the combination of elevated provisioning charges, FX mortgage
refinancing losses and compressed NIM will continue pressuring the bank’s financial result in the next 12-18 months, although through-
the-cycle DeltaCredit will be at least marginally profitable. To reflect this we assign a higher score at caa1 to the bank's profitability,
compared to its macro adjusted historic score.

CAPITAL ADEQUACY PROVIDES COMFORTABLE BUFFER AGAINST FURTHER CREDIT LOSSES

DeltaCredit has historically reported robust capitalisation, with Basel I total capital adequacy ratio (CAR) and Tier 1 ratio both standing
at 23.1% and 20.5% as of H1 2016 (year-end 2015: 25.4% and 22.4%; year-end 2014: 25.6% and 25.2%, respectively). We note that the
deterioration in the bank’s asset quality caused a significant increase of loan loss provisions to RUB 2,178 million in the first six months of
2016 from RUB 1,994 million and RUB 325 million at the end of 2015 and 2014, respectively. As of H1 2016, the bank’s loan loss reserve
covered 42% of non-performing loans. This coverage ratio is close to the historical average of 45%, although at it has to be viewed in
the context of climbing non-performing and restructured loans and might be insufficient.

Exhibit 4

Adequacy of Capital and Loan Loss Reserves

Source: Moody's Financial Metrics

For the first time since 2012 DeltaCredit has not declared dividends due to ongoing pressure on its bottom line result. In addition, in Q1
2016 the bank increased additional Tier 1 equity by issue of two perpetual subordinated debts of RUB2.3 billion. Reportedly, its immediate
shareholder Rosbank (deposits Ba2/Ba1 negative; BCA ba3) may inject up to RUB2.5 billion into Tier 1 capital in the short term, in case
of need. Respective CBR approval has been received.

Taking into account the bank’s current provisioning level, we consider that the bank's capital provides sufficient cushion to absorb potential
credit losses stemming from increased pressure on the loan book quality. We also note the high quality of the bank's capital, with no
exposure to related parties and no material non-core investments.

HEIGHTENED RELIANCE ON WHOLESALE FUNDING, ALTHOUGH REFINANCING RISK IS MITIGATED BY GOOD ACCESS TO THE
MARKET OWING TO STRONG BRAND NAME AND PARENTAL BACKING

DeltaCredit's funding structure has diversified in recent years. The objective established by SocGen for its Russia-based subsidiaries was to
gradually substitute parental funding with the sources available from the local markets. As a result, DeltaCredit's dependence on funding
provided by related parties gradually reduced to 26% of the bank's total non-equity funding as of H1 2016 from 54% at year-end 2012.
We expect that this trend will continue in the next 12-18 months.
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Parental funding over the recent years has been mainly replaced by domestically-issued debt instruments, including unsecured domestic
bonds and covered bonds. The issued bonds accounted for 62% of the bank’s liabilities as of H1 2016 compared with 9% of funding
represented by due to international financial institutions. The share of customer accounts remains immaterial and amounted to less than
3% of the bank's non-equity funding at H1 2016. An upward score adjustment to ba3 reflects long-term and secured nature of wholesale
funding, still material reliance on SocGen and limited refinancing risks.

The bank maintains a sufficient liquidity cushion with cash, cash equivalents and unpledged securities, standing at 15.5% of total assets
as of H1 2016. We also note that - being wholesale funded - DeltaCredit is immune from deposit runs; on the other hand, short-term
liquidity support could be provided by the parent in case of need.

Notching Considerations
LACK OF DIVERSIFICATION REFLECTS MONOLINE NATURE OF THE BANK'S BUSINESS MODEL

The bank's monoline nature with focus on mortgages renders it vulnerable to sector risks, because any adverse changes in the volatile
operating and regulatory environment in Russia may impair the bank's healthy performance. We apply a one-notch downward qualitative
adjustment to reflect the bank’s lack of business diversification owing to its high reliance on mortgage lending.

Affiliate Support
In accordance with our joint default analysis methodology, DeltaCredit's Ba1 long-term global local-currency deposit rating incorporates
our assessment of a high probability of support to DeltaCredit from its ultimate controlling shareholder, SocGen Group. This support
assessment is based on DeltaCredit's deep integration into SocGen Group results in a two-notch rating uplift from DeltaCredit's ba3 BCA.

Foreign Currency Deposit Ratings
DeltaCredit's foreign-currency deposit ratings of Ba2/NP are restrained by Russia's foreign-currency deposit ceiling.

Local Currency Debt Ratings
DeltaCredit's long-term local-currency senior unsecured debt is rated Ba1. This rating is in line with the bank's Ba1 global local-currency
deposit ratings.

The Baa3 long-term rating assigned to DeltaCredit's local-currency senior secured debt, which benefits from an explicit and irrevocable
guarantee issued by SocGen, is constrained by Russia's local-currency debt ceiling and carries a negative outlook.

CR Assessment
Moody's has assigned a Counterparty Risk Assessment (CR Assessment) of Baa3(cr) / P-3(cr) to DeltaCredit. CR Assessments are opinions
of how counterparty obligations are likely to be treated if a bank fails and are distinct from debt and deposit ratings in that they (1)
consider only the risk of default rather than both the likelihood of default and the expected financial loss suffered in the event of default;
and (2) apply to counterparty obligations and contractual commitments rather than debt or deposit instruments. The CR Assessment is
an opinion of the counterparty risk related to a bank's covered bonds, contractual performance obligations (servicing), derivatives (e.g.,
swaps), letters of credit, guarantees and liquidity facilities.

The CR Assessment is positioned one notch above the Adjusted BCA of ba1 and therefore above senior unsecured and deposit ratings,
reflecting our view that its probability of default is lower than that of senior unsecured debt and deposits. We believe senior obligations
represented by the CR Assessment will be more likely preserved in order to limit contagion, minimise losses and avoid disruption of
critical functions.
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Rating Methodology and Scorecard Factors

Exhibit 5

DeltaCredit Bank
Macro Factors
Weighted Macro Profile Weak + 100%

Financial Profile
Factor Historic

Ratio
Macro

Adjusted
Score

Credit
Trend

Assigned Score Key driver #1 Key driver #2

Solvency
Asset Risk
Problem Loans / Gross Loans 4.5% ba3 ← → ba3 Expected trend Expected trend

Capital
TCE / RWA 17.7% baa2 ← → baa2 Expected trend

Profitability
Net Income / Tangible Assets -1.9% caa3 ← → caa1 Expected trend Earnings quality

Combined Solvency Score ba3 ba2
Liquidity
Funding Structure
Market Funds / Tangible Banking Assets 86.8% caa3 ← → ba3 Market

funding quality
Maturity

transformation
Liquid Resources
Liquid Banking Assets / Tangible Banking Assets 16.0% b1 ← → b1 Access to

committed facilities
Expected trend

Combined Liquidity Score caa1 ba3
Financial Profile ba2

Business Diversification -1
Opacity and Complexity 0
Corporate Behavior 0

Total Qualitative Adjustments -1
Sovereign or Affiliate constraint: Ba1
Scorecard Calculated BCA range ba2-b1
Assigned BCA ba3
Affiliate Support notching 2
Adjusted BCA ba1

Instrument Class Loss Given
Failure notching

Additional
notching

Preliminary Rating
Assessment

Government
Support notching

Local Currency rating Foreign
Currency

rating
Counterparty Risk Assessment 1 0 baa3 (cr) 0 Baa3 (cr) --
Deposits 0 0 ba1 0 Ba1 Ba2
Senior unsecured bank debt 0 0 ba1 0 Ba1 --
Source: Moody's Financial Metrics
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Ratings

Exhibit 6
Category Moody's Rating
DELTACREDIT BANK

Outlook Negative
Bank Deposits -Fgn Curr Ba2/NP
Bank Deposits -Dom Curr Ba1/--
Baseline Credit Assessment ba3
Adjusted Baseline Credit Assessment ba1
Counterparty Risk Assessment Baa3(cr)/P-3(cr)
Senior Secured -Dom Curr Ba1
Senior Unsecured -Dom Curr Ba1

ULT PARENT: SOCIETE GENERALE

Outlook Stable
Bank Deposits A2/P-1
Baseline Credit Assessment baa2
Adjusted Baseline Credit Assessment baa2
Counterparty Risk Assessment A1(cr)/P-1(cr)
Senior Unsecured A2
Subordinate Baa3
Jr Subordinate Ba1 (hyb)
Pref. Stock Non-cumulative Ba2 (hyb)
Commercial Paper P-1
Other Short Term (P)P-1

Source: Moody's Investors Service
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